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ABSTRACT: The global initiatives on sustainable and green energy resources as
well as large methane reserves have encouraged more research to convert methane to
hydrogen. Catalytic decomposition of methane (CDM) is one optimistic route to
generate clean hydrogen and value-added carbon without the emission of harmful
greenhouse gases, typically known as blue hydrogen. This Review begins with an
attempt to understand fundamentals of a CDM process in terms of thermodynamics
and the prerequisite characteristics of the catalyst materials. In-depth understanding
of rate-determining steps of the heterogeneous catalytic reaction taking place over the
catalyst surfaces is crucial for the development of novel catalysts and process
conditions for a successful CDM process. The design of state-of-the-art catalysts
through both computational and experimental optimizations is the need of hour, as it
largely governs the economy of the process. Recent mono- and bimetallic supported
and unsupported materials used in CDM process have been highlighted and classified
based on their performances under specific reaction conditions, with an understanding of their advantages and limitations. Metal
oxides and zeolites have shown interesting performance as support materials for Fe- and Ni-based catalysts, especially in the presence
of promoters, by developing strong metal−support interactions or by enhancing the carbon diffusion rates. Carbonaceous catalysts
exhibit lower conversions without metal active species and largely result in the formation of amorphous carbon. However, the
stability of carbon catalysts is better than that of metal oxides at higher temperatures, and the overall performance depends on the
operating conditions, catalyst properties, and reactor configurations. Although efforts to summarize the state-of-art have been
reported in literature, they lack systematic analysis on the development of stable and commercially appealing CDM technology. In
this work, carbon catalysts are seen as promising futuristic pathways for sustained H2 production and high yields of value-added
carbon nanomaterials. The influence of the carbon source, particle size, surface area, and active sites on the activity of carbon
materials as catalysts and support templates has been demonstrated. Additionally, the catalyst deactivation process has been
discussed, and different regeneration techniques have been evaluated. Recent studies on theoretical models towards better
performance have been summarized, and future prospects for novel CDM catalyst development have been recommended.

1. INTRODUCTION
Global energy consumption is rapidly increasing, causing an
increase in CO2 emissions in the atmosphere, which in turn
contributes to global warming.1−3 As climate change continues
to take its toll, the development of clean and renewable energy
sources is imperative to alleviate high usage of fossil fuels.4

Hydrogen, having a mass calorific value of ∼148 MJ/kg, is
envisioned as a fuel of the future that can serve as an
alternative sustainable energy carrier.5,6 Besides, it is a critical
feedstock to various manufacturing industries, such as oil
refineries, ammonia production, fuel-cell electric vehicles,
aircrafts, and methanol production.4 The main pathways for
H2 production are from fossil fuels (hydrocarbons), water
(electro- or photolysis and thermochemical), or photosynthetic
microorganisms (biological) (Table 1). However, low
efficiencies and high production costs of H2 generation from
water and biological routes make these technologies still in

their early stages of development, with a large scope of further
research needed.7,8 Globally, about 48% of hydrogen is
produced from natural gas (steam methane reforming), 30%
is produced from oil refining, 18% is produced from coal
gasification, and only 4% is produced from water electrolysis. A
major portion of H2 generated through steam methane
reforming (SMR) is attributed to the availability of vast
reserves of methane (a major component of natural gas), its
easy handling, and the high H/C content.9
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Additionally, research is constantly evolving in producing H2

through dry reforming of methane (DRM) and partial
oxidation of methane (POM). However, the product contains
CO, CO2, and unconverted methane, demanding further
downstream processes involving water−gas shift reaction,
catalytic converters to convert CO to CO2, and subsequent
separations to meet environmental regulations. As an
alternative, catalytic decomposition of methane (CDM)

provides an interesting route as it does not produce hazardous
greenhouse gases, is moderately endothermic, and the
byproduct is solid carbon. The H2 produced is pure, and the
process does not require any separation/purification down-
stream processes.10,11

Despite various advantages of CDM over SMR process, it
suffers from catalyst instability, raising economic concerns over
catalyst reactivation, residual methane in the outlet, and low-

Table 1. Comparative Summary of Various Hydrogen Production Technologies

hydrogen production
technologies reactions involved advantages challenges

source: water
electrolysis 2H2O → O2 + 4H+ + 4e−; ΔH = 285 kJ/mol, Δ

G = 237 kJ/mol
• carbon-free H2 generation • low efficiency of electrolyzer over a range of

operational conditions
• possibility of using renewable/nuclear
feedstock

• high capital and production costs
• low operational life of electrodes
• in early stages of development

photochemical 2H2O → O2 + 4H+ + 4e− ; ΔH = 285 kJ/mol, Δ
G = 237 kJ/mol

• ability to generate negligible or no
greenhouse gas emissions

• only developed at lab-scale

• no intake of fossil fuels • low efficiency and stability of photoelectrodes/
photocatalysts due to high reaction impedance

• low operating temperatures • high risk of photocorrosion of active materials
• spontaneous and rapid back reactions
• overwhelming production costs

thermochemical 2H2O → O2 + 4H+ + 4e− ; ΔH = 285 kJ/mol, Δ
G = 237 kJ/mol

• potentially negligible or no greenhouse
gas emissions

• highly energy intensive with requirement of
temperature up to 2000 °C

• follows a closed loop cycle consuming
only water and producing only H2 and
O2

• low efficiency of thermochemical reactors and
materials

• chemicals can be reused within a cycle • high cost of solar concentrating mirrors
• developed at lab scale only

source: organic matter
biomass gasification C6H12O6 + O2 + H2O → CO + CO2 + H2 +

other byproducts (taking glucose molecules
only)

• high efficiency and rapid process • emission of COx and other components such as
H2S, NH3 and tar

• availability of abundant and cheap raw
materials

• requirement of gas separation and COx removal
processes

• low cost syngas production • high reactor and feedstock costs
• quality of H2 produced is poor
• demonstrated at lab scale only

photobiological 2H2O → O2 + 2H2 ; ΔH = 285 kJ/mol, Δ
G = 237 kJ/mol

• can be used in a wide range of water
conditions

• in early stages of development

• the process is self-sustaining • low efficiency and sustainability of microorganisms
• designing robust reactor configurations that can
use sunlight effectively and produce H2

source: fossil fuels (natural gas/methane)
steam methane
reforming (SMR)

CH4+ H2O ↔ CO + 3H2; ΔH298K = 206 kJ/mol • low-cost H2 production technology • emission of greenhouse gases in to atmosphere
• high H/C ratio • requirement of downstream separation and

purification processes
• high efficiency • a complex system of reactions including water-gas

shift reaction and pressure-swing adsorption
reactions

dry reforming of
methane (DRM)

CH4 + CO2 ↔ 2CO + 2H2; ΔH = 247 kJ/mol • utilizes CO2 to produce H2 • more energy intensive than SMR
• can be used for the Fischer−Tropsch
process

• high equipment cost
• complex downstream processes for H2 purification
• emission of greenhouse gases

partial oxidation of
methane (POM)

CH4 + 1/2O2 ⇆ CO + 2H2; ΔH = −36 kJ/mol • high efficiency and selectivity • high emissions of COx and possibility of emissions
of NOx

• very short residence time • formation of soot byproduct
• requirement of pure O2

catalytic
decomposition of
methane (CDM)

CH4 → C(s) + 2H2; ΔH298K = 75.4 kJmol • simple and one-step process • in early stages of development
• no COx or NOx emissions • low stability of catalysts, requiring effective

regeneration techniques
• produces high quality H2 • unreacted methane in out stream
• produces solid carbon as a byproduct,
which is easier to separate

• solid carbon in the form of value-added
nanocarbons is generated
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grade nanocarbon byproducts. The desirable qualities of CDM
catalysts are their high conversion, thermochemical stability,
good carbon capacity, capability to withstand attrition, and
light weight. To date, various transition metals (Ni, Co, Fe,
and Cu), metal oxides (NiO, CuO, and FeO), noble metals
(Pt, Pd, Rh, and Au), and carbon and their composites have
been widely studied for reducing the activation energy barrier
in the methane decomposition reaction for more sustainable
and economic CDM process. Metal catalysts give a very high
initial conversion but undergo fast deactivation due to the
encapsulation by deposited carbon or deposition of coke over
catalyst pores and internal cavities. On the other hand,
carbonaceous catalysts are envisioned as advantageous due to
their high-temperature resistance, fuel flexibility, insensitivity
to sulfur poisoning, better availability at commercial scale,
better durability than a metal catalyst, formation of high-value
carbon, low cost, high and tunable surface area, and
porosity.12−14

The majority of literature on CDM focuses on the types of
catalysts and reactors used for this reaction.9,15,16 Often the
published literature addresses different types of mono- and
bimetallic catalysts on various templates, reporting the
conversion and the types of carbon formed.17−19 This Review,
however, begins with discussing the reaction mechanism of
CDM, followed by a summary of catalysts widely studied by
researchers, with a specific focus on porous carbonaceous
catalysts and templates. Recent research results have been used
to provide an insight into the catalytic capabilities of both
commercial carbons (activated carbon, carbon black, carbon
nanotubes, and metal-doped carbons) and noncommercial
carbons (mesoporous carbons) toward the CDM reac-
tion.18−20 Carbon materials have proven advantageous as
catalysts in energy conversion and storage technologies, such
as electrochemical and photoelectrochemical conversions,
conversions through biological routes, and pyrolysis of natural
gas.20−22 The use of carbon-based materials as catalysts has a

long history, particularly to CDM in the recent past. Recently,
various fascinating results in terms of the stability of catalyst
and the yield of carbon nanomaterials have been reported in
literature using carbon-based catalysts.21−23 This Review thus
lays emphasis on reaction conditions, sustained catalyst
activity, product composition, and the nature of carbon
formed over the carbonaceous materials. Compilation of the
literature indicates the use of various carbon materials, such as
activated carbon (AC), carbon black (CB), graphite, carbon
nanotubes (CNTs), and ordered mesoporous carbons
(OMCs) as potential catalysts for CDM. Biomass-derived
AC has also shown promising results in terms of activity and
stability, and it could be a cheap and renewable source,
potentially impacting the economics at a commercial scale.
The Review also demonstrates a microscopic understanding of
catalyst regeneration, providing a futuristic perspective for
guiding research in hydrogen production through CDM.
Additionally, recent studies in theoretical research done in
this field have been summarized to attain an understanding of
the current challenges and future requirements.

2. CATALYTIC DECOMPOSITION OF METHANE (CDM)
A methane molecule (CH4) consists of four identical sp3-
hybridized C−H bonds and thus is a highly stable molecule at
room-temperature and pressure, having bond-energy of 435
kJ/mol. The noncatalytic thermal decomposition of methane is
highly endothermic (ΔH298K = 75.6 kJ/mol) and occurs at
temperatures of or above 900 °C, where energy is required for
C−H bond breaking.24 Methane degradation follows Le
Chatelier’s principle, where low pressure and high temperature
navigate the forward reaction. The influence of reaction
temperature and pressure on the equilibrium conversion of
methane can be seen in Figure 1(a).22 CDM or nonoxidative
pyrolysis of methane, on the other hand, is a moderately
endothermic reaction with comparatively lower energy
demand. The activation energy of a CH4 molecule on the

Figure 1. (a) Influence of the reaction parameters on the equilibrium conversion of methane (temperature and pressure). Reprinted with copyright
permission from ref 22. Copyright Elsevier 2021. (b) Effect of using a catalyst in the CDM reaction. Reprinted with copyright permission from ref
23. Copyright Elsevier 2017. (c) Illustration of a gas−solid heterogeneous reaction mechanism for the formation of carbon nanomaterials (CNMs).
Reprinted with copyright permission from ref 30. Copyright Elsevier 2021. Copyright 2020 Science Press and Dalian Institute of Chemical Physics,
Chinese Academy of Sciences.
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catalyst surface determines the extent of interaction between
the active metal and the catalyst surface.25,26 A suitable catalyst
reduces the activation energy and increases the rate of reaction.
Figure 1(b) gives an estimation of the decrease in activation
energy of the methane decomposition reaction on a Ni-based
catalyst.23

CDM is a heterogeneous catalytic reaction, which is a
reversible two-phase gas−solid reaction. Methane molecules
from the gas phase get adsorbed on the catalyst surface at
interface 1 (Figure 1(c)), followed by the CH4 cracking.

30

Adsorbed C atoms react with the metal catalyst to form a
metastable metal-carbide phase, which under specific reaction
conditions decompose, liberating C atoms to the metal
subsurface. The “metallic phase” is a driving force for diffusion
and precipitation of C atoms through the rear-end of the
catalyst, forming various nanostructured filamentous carbons.
At interface 2, partial exfoliation of carbonaceous nanomateri-
als (CNMs) takes place due to the atmospheric impact of
produced hydrogen at higher temperatures due to the removal
of any O-containing gases or simply water vapors. The
equilibrium constant of reaction, Keq, depends on the type and
nature of the catalyst used, and can be written as26

=K
P

P

( ) C

( )eq
H

2
eq

s

CH eq

2

4

where Cs is the carbon solubility, P represents partial pressure
of CH4 and H2, and the diffusion of filamentous carbon is
determined by Keq. The temperature required for reasonable
methane conversion is reported to be ∼500−700 °C for Ni-
based catalysts, 700−900 °C for Fe-based catalysts, and 850−
950 °C for carbon-based catalysts.15 This process generates
solid carbons as byproducts on the catalyst surface, such as
amorphous carbon or graphitic carbon, which have different
nanostructures depending on the catalyst used and process
conditions.27−29 The catalytic effect of different forms of
amorphous carbons is also proven by several studies; however,
the activity largely depends on the form of carbon produced.
Factors, such as the design of the catalyst, the size of the active
metal and the corresponding metal−support interaction
(MSI), the type and concentration of the promoter, and
other reaction conditions determine the quality and yield of
graphitic nanocarbons generated. Generally, graphitic filamen-
tous nanocarbons in the form of CNTs, carbon nanofibers
(CNFs), and carbon nano-onions (CNOs) are produced by
metallic catalysts over metal-oxide supports, while amorphous
carbons are generated by undoped carbonaceous catalysts.

Ideally, the produced carbon would be autocatalytic, but the
literature shows that the deposited carbon is not as active as
the original carbon catalyst and eventually degrades the overall
catalyst performance.
Production of the solid carbon may not have enough

avenues for consumption if the formation tends to be
amorphous carbon, as 1/3 of the mass of methane would be
converted to carbon. It is highly favorable if the formed carbon
is graphitic, as it has high value and tremendous emerging
applications. The nanostructured carbon is of high importance
and commercial value due to its high demand in electrical
devices, hydrogen storage materials, pharmaceuticals, nano-
sensors, water-purification, and metal-extraction industries.

2.1. CDM Reaction Mechanism. The general reaction
mechanism of CDM is similar for all types of catalysts and
supports; however, a comprehensive mechanism has yet to be
fully elucidated. The initiation of the CDM process takes place
by chemisorption of a CH4 molecule on the catalyst surface,
followed by progressive C−H bond cleavage, leading to
elemental carbon and hydrogen. The elemental hydrogen
aggregates to form H2 molecules, followed by H2 desorption.
The process of carbon formation is well-known to be
influenced by the presence of hydrogen as well, since hydrogen
tends to saturate the unsaturates, thereby controlling the rate
of formation of carbon. The elemental carbon either
accumulates and encapsulates the catalyst surface, resulting
in catalyst decay, or diffuses over the catalyst rear-face from the
leading face due to the difference in concentration. This
nucleation of carbon with a high carbon-to-hydrogen ratio
results in several polyaromatic structured carbons, amorphous
and graphitic carbons, and nanostructured carbons, such as
filaments, rods, and tubes.31 The catalyst stability, type of
carbon formed, and overall performance depend upon the
reaction conditions, support properties, promoter, and syn-
thesis methods. The reaction kinetics for hydrogen formation
is highly governed by the reaction temperature and pressure.
The order of reaction and the activation energy for each
transition state are, however, still challenging to determine due
to complex characteristics of the process.32 Addition of support
to the active-metal catalysts enhances all the parameters
deciding the catalytic efficiency, such as the surface electronic
state, crystal size, metal dispersibility, composition, specific
surface area, and structural properties. The formation of a
metal−promoter alloy allows the separation of metal active
sites from each other, which in turn enhances the dispersibility
and rate of carbon diffusion and hence the stability of catalyst.
This causes the interaction of deposited carbon with the metal

Figure 2. (a) Schematic of the CDM reaction via dissociative methane adsorption. (b) Relative energies of CH4 decomposition on the Ni−Al2O3
(001) catalyst surface. Reprinted with copyright permission from ref 31. Copyright Elsevier 2017.
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to decrease, thereby minimizing the encapsulation of carbon,
and promotes the growth of filamentous carbon as well as the
chemisorption of methane. However, an optimal metal loading
is critical to balance the metal agglomeration and number of
active metal sites. Apart from these factors, the catalyst
synthesis method also plays a vital part in the overall activity.
To date, CDM catalysts have been synthesized via wet
impregnation, sol−gel, incipient wetness, fusion, and copreci-
pitation methods, resulting in different MSIs, porosities, and
active metal dispersibility. In general, the sol−gel method
results in a strong MSI and high metal reducibility, while the
wet impregnation method produces catalysts with a weak MSI
and thus less durability.

2.1.1. Dissociative Methane Adsorption. The mechanism
of CDM reaction over metallic and carbonaceous catalysts
widely follows the dissociative methane adsorption and can be
described in five stages.31

1. First, CH4 molecule gets chemisorbed over the catalyst
surface and the C atoms chemisorb over the surface of
catalyst by donating nonbinding electron pairs to
unfilled d orbitals of active metal to form catalyst−C σ
bonds. At the same time, the first C−H bond-breaking
also takes place (Figure 2(a)).

+ +CH I(vacant site) CH H4(g) 3(a) (a)

Here (g) and (a) denote the species in gaseous and
adsorbed states, respectively. The activation energy of
the first C−H bond (∼0.003 eV) is lesser than that of
progressive C−H bonds (∼0.2−0.3 eV) (Figure 2(b)).
This means that the chemisorption of CH4 and its
cracking can be treated simultaneously. This is the rate-
determining step of the whole reaction, as it requires the
highest amount of activation energy compared to the
other C−H bonds.

2. The first reaction is then followed by a number of
progressive C−H bond-breaking steps.

+CH CH H3(g) 2(a) (a)

+CH CH H2(g) (a) (a)

+CH C H(g) (a) (a)

3. Emission of H2 gas after the formation of H2 molecules,
resulting from the gathering of adsorbed H atoms.

2H H(a) 2(g)

4. Atomic carbon either accumulates as the encapsulated
carbon or diffuses through the tail-end as a result of the
concentration gradient. Upon reaching saturation,
carbon gets deposited on the catalyst rear-end.

C C /n(a) n(c)

where (c) denotes the crystalline phase of carbon.
5. Depending upon the growth of carbon nuclei, a variety
of carbon nanostructures grow in the catalyst rear-side.
The final structure and morphology of deposited carbon
depend on the catalyst’s original properties, such as the
nature, structure, and activity of the catalyst.

The reaction on a carbonaceous catalyst begins with the
interaction of CH4 molecules with chemically reactive high-
energy surfaces (HES) or other energetic abnormalities of
carbon crystallites for C−H bond-breaking and to form new
hexagonal layers of C−C at the periphery of carbon
crystallites.33−36 However, a complete understanding of the
process mechanism at the atomic level has yet to be achieved.
It is reported that two simultaneous events take place for new
carbon phase build-up, viz., carbon nucleation (Ea = 317 kJ/
mol) and carbon crystallites growth (Ea = ∼227 kJ/mol).33
Carbon nucleation is proportional to the carbon surface area or
HES concentration. The activation energies indicate that the
growth of carbon crystallites is faster than that of nucleation. In
the carbonaceous catalysts, this results in the production of a
pseudo-ordered carbon (also known as turbostratic carbon),
which ultimately leads to a decrease in the active surface area
and the concentration of HES, thereby reducing the catalytic
activity. Thus, based on the difference in crystallinity and
surface morphologies, the difference in the catalytic activities
over different carbon catalysts could be explained.

2.1.2. Nondissociative Methane Adsorption. Although the
dissociative adsorption mechanism is widely accepted for
methane decomposition, the initial disintegration of CH4 over
catalysts is still debatable. Grabke, in 1965, proposed the
concept of nondissociative adsorption of methane for some
catalysts, such as γ-iron.34 Under the concept of a non-
dissociative mechanism, methane adsorption takes place first,
followed by C−H bond breaking (Figure 3). Methane
decomposition on (110) surfaces of Pt and Ir has been
observed to follow this mechanism of adsorption.31

Such a mechanism takes place under a low-energy incident
beam on an Ir (110) surface where only a portion of CH4
molecules (<25%) are cracked while a major portion remained
only in the adsorbed state. The following equation shows the
initiation step of nondissociative methane adsorption on
carbon. This first step is then followed by all the same steps

Figure 3. Schematic diagram of a nondissociative model of methane adsorption. Reprinted with copyright permission from ref 31. Copyright
Elsevier 2017.
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as shown in dissociative adsorption, and the first C−H
breaking step is considered the rate-determining step.

+CH I(vacant site) CH (a)4 4

Various studies have been carried out to investigate the C−
H bond activation in a methane molecule on several catalysts.
It has been observed that C−H bond activation can take place
by either a radical or polar mechanism. In the radical
mechanism, C−H bond cleavage is homolytic, forming free-
radical intermediates. The H radicals form the surface hydroxyl
groups in the presence of O-containing species, and the methyl
radical is released as gas.37−40 On the other hand, the C−H
bond breaking is heterolytic in the polar mechanism and forms
the hydroxyl groups with surface-bound O species present as
surface hydration along with the methyl metallic species.41,42

The possibility of a radical mechanism of C−H bond cleavage
is likely favored through oxidative C−H activation on metal
oxides. The mechanism of C−H cleavage through non-
oxidative activation has yet to be explored and offers
complexity, as both Lewis acid and base sites are involved in
the reaction simultaneously. Cholewinski et al. studied
methane activation on γ-Al2O3 and developed a relationship
between its physical characteristics and the catalytic activity
using first-principles calculations.40 Various other studies were
conducted by researchers to gain clear insight into the C−H
bond activation.43−47 The majority of studies reflect the initial
methane adsorption (C−H bond breaking) as the rate-
determining step that depends on the structural aspects of
the catalyst, such as type and adjacent coordination states of
the metal, and the effect of promoters and supports. However,
in a study by Snoeck et al., the adsorption of methane over Ni
catalyst was observed to follow a dissociation mechanism, with
the desorption of H from the surface of catalyst forming the
rate-determining step.43 In a model developed by Alstrup et al.,
methane adsorption was seen to take place through the radical
mechanism where the dissociative adsorption of methane was
the rate-determining step.44 However, the C−H activation
mechanism cannot be completely generalized but varies
according to the reaction conditions.

2.2. Material Selection and Criteria. With respect to the
material development, various mono- and bimetallic as well as
carbon-based catalysts have been studied for the CDM process.
Transition metals, such as Fe, Co, and Ni, have been widely
studied owing to their partially filled 3d orbitals. These
partially filled 3d orbitals promote C-H breaking by trans-

ferring electrons to the unoccupied antibonding orbitals of
hydrocarbon molecule. Unsupported undoped metal catalysts
show conversions of 20−40% at lower temperatures (500−650
°C), while the conversion may go higher to 85% at higher
temperatures (700−900 °C) upon loading with noble or rare-
earth metals. However, in all unsupported catalysts, sustenance
of conversion and stability are detrimental parameters. The use
of a support for improving the catalytic activity of metals was
first proposed in 1935.28 Supported metal catalysts exhibit
better pore-size distributions and specific surface areas, with an
initial conversion ranging from 70% to 85% at temperatures
between ∼600 and 800 °C. It is reported that Ni supported on
various types of zeolites, such as USY, SiO2, HY, and SBA-15,
showed variation in overall performances in terms of both
catalytic conversion and stability (Figure 4(a)).45 The order of
conversion was observed to be HY ∼ SiO2 > USY > SBA-15,
while carbon yield (whiskers of nanofilaments) followed the
order of HY > USY > SiO2 > SBA-15. Such an observation was
attributed to a decrease in the size of Ni and the acidity of the
support material.
Metal oxides are widely studied supports, which include

MgO, Al2O3, SiO2, and TiO2. Takenaka et al. studied Co on
various metal oxide-based supports, such as Al2O3, MgO, SiO2,
and TiO2. The catalytic activity and stability followed the order
of Co/Al2O3 > Co/MgO > Co/TiO2 > Co/SiO2 (Figure
4(b)). Deposition of Co over different supports resulted in
various sizes of metal crystallites, where the smaller crystallites
corresponding to Co/Al2O3 exhibited the highest conversion.

46

Support composition, type, and structure are other critical
parameters that establish the overall activity of catalysts. In the
Ni/MgO catalyst, the presence of MgO nanoflakes having a
particle size of ∼22 nm increased its overall activity, with a H2
yield of ∼50% and stability for 6 h. Carbon produced was
mainly multiwalled carbon nanotubes (MWCNTs) and a few
layers of graphene sheets, with no significant encapsulating
carbon.48 Supports with mesoporous structures have shown
better performance compared to those with micropores.
Rastegarpanah et al. synthesized a nickel-loaded mesoporous
MgO catalyst using the “one-pot” evaporation-induced self-
assembly method and reported an improved conversion of
65%. Other factors that are responsible for influencing the
catalytic performance are the electronic state, morphological
state, dispersibility, pore structure, synthesis procedure, and
catalyst composition.49,50

Figure 4. Methane conversion over (a) 30% Ni on various zeolites at 550 °C45 and (b) 20% Co on various supports at 500 °C.46 Panel a was
reprinted with copyright permissions from ref 45. Copyright Elsevier 2007. Panel b was reprinted with copyright permissions from 46. Copyright
American Chemical Society 2004.
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The development of alloy or bimetallic catalysts of Ni, Fe,
and Co is believed to overcome issues of instability and low
performance as is the case of pure metallic catalysts.51,52 It has
been observed that a bimetallic system exhibits better
conversion and higher stability, which could be attributed to
the modifications in structural and electronic properties during
the formation of alloys.50 In such a system, a stable metal oxide
network is formed which prevents catalytic agglomeration and
reduces the deactivation.53 Copper, having fully filled 3d
orbitals, is often used as a promoter with other active metals.
The addition of Cu to Ni or Fe during heat treatment is
reported to highly enhance their performance and longevity. It
has also been observed that adding Cu as a promoter with Ni,
Fe, and Co could reduce carbon encapsulation and increase the
formation of single or multiwalled carbon nanotubes
(CNTs).54 Table 2 shows a comparison of indicative catalytic
performances of various catalysts reported in the literature.
Metals loaded on Al2O3 and TiO2 have lower stability than

those loaded on SiO2 at approximately the same temperature.
Moreover, metals over CeO2 and ZrO2 are required to operate
at higher temperatures for higher CH4 conversions. Although
some metal-based catalysts have shown promising methane
conversions and H2 yields, high cost, and low stability still
remain a challenge for upscaling of the CDM process. As such,
researchers have shifted their focus to carbon-based materials
for use as catalysts and supports, owing to their low cost and
better thermal and chemical resistance than their metallic
counterparts. Although initial CH4 conversion in the case of
carbon-based catalysts is lower (20−60%), they exhibit
appreciably better stability compared to metal-based catalysts.
Various structural modifications to carbonaceous catalysts have
been reported to enhance high-energy active sites, which
include metal/nonmetal doping to increase the density of
functional groups and to modify the surface chemistry and
electronic structure.82−84 Literature shows that metals
impregnated on carbon supports show better stability and
long-term conversion efficiency (Table 2); however, the
temperature requirements for such catalysts are high (from
700 to 900 °C).

3. CARBON CATALYSTS
To date, the state-of-art development of a novel catalyst to
withstand long operational hours and generate a high H2 yield
has yet to be accomplished. The commercial appeal of this
process lies in the continuous regeneration of catalysts where
constant separation of solid carbon from the catalyst would be
required, posing major hurdles to CDM commercialization. As
such, carbon catalysts seem to avoid the necessity of a solid
carbon/catalyst separation step. Different forms of carbon
catalysts classified based on crystallinity and order are reported
in the literature. The higher the order, the lower the
concentration of high-energy sites (HES) and hence the
activity. In the case of disordered carbons, such as amorphous
carbons, the high-energy centers are significant due to the
edges and corners of crystallites resulting in discontinuities and
the irregular arrays of carbon bonds, which create free valences.
Figure 5 shows the classification of carbon-based catalysts
based on their degrees of order.85−87

The surface density of high-energy sites increases with a
decrease in the crystallite size and an increase in the active
surface area. High-energy sites also get affected inversely by the
degree of order or graphitization.88,89 Activated carbon (AC)
and carbon black (CB) are highly active in an attempt to satisfy

their valency and stabilize energies compared to the ordered
carbons. During the CDM reaction, methane reacts with highly
energetic edges and corners of carbon crystallites. This results
in the dissociation of C−H bonds in the CH4 molecule and

Table 2. Summary of Recently Studied Catalytic
Performances of Unsupported, Metal-Supported, Carbon-
Based, and Carbon-Supported Catalysts

catalyst

initial CH4
conversion

(%)

reaction
temperature

(°C)

initial H2
yield

mmol/gcat·
min

stability
(hours) ref

unsupported metal catalysts
Ni 25 550 2.0 2 54
NiO 575 11.7 2.5 55
Fe 75 900 2.75 10 56
Ni−Cu 85 750 8 5 54
10% Ni−1%
Pd

57 600 5.8 57

f-Fe65−Al3.7 70 750 4.1 6.6 58
NiCuLa 79 700 22 59
NiMgAlMo 36 650 55 0.5 60
metal/support catalysts
50% Ni−10%
Cu/SiO2

83 750 8.3 61

50% Fe/Al2O3 45 700 3 62
60% Ni/Al2O3 60 700 6 63
9% Co/Al2O3 35 700 7 64
40% Fe/MgO 40 700 3 62
50% Co/MgO 700 7 64
55% Ni/MgO 75 675 3.8 2.6 48
50% Fe/TiO2 17 700 3 64
55% Ni/
2MgO−
Al2O3

55 600 <6 65

9% Ni−1%
Co/Al2O3−
TiO2

72 650 1 66

Co3−xAlxO4 44 500 3.3 67
Fe/CeO2 54 800 2.2 6 68
Fe/WO3−
ZrO2

92 800 1.8 4 69

Ni−Fe/SiO2 59 650 2.8 1 70
Ni−Fe/MgO 64 700 2.6 3 71
Ni/CeO2 46 550 0.08 4 72
carbonaceous catalysts
carbon black 85 1120 2.5 73
activated
carbon

67 900 >10 74

carbon black 52 900 >10 74
mesoporous
carbon

45 900 >10 74

carbon
nanofiber

15 900 >10 74

carbon black 12 900 0.41 2 75
metal/carbon catalysts
30% Fe/AC 18 800 2.5 >10 76
K2CO3/C 89 850 0.6 10 77
10% Ni/C
(coal char)

80 850 10 10 78

8% Ni/C 55 850 1.3 10 79
10% Fe/AC 29 850 1.1 8.3 76
Fe−Al2O3/AC 35 850 5 80
Ru/AC 21 800 0.26 60 81
Ru/activated
biochar

51 800 0.23 60 81
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facilitates the formation of new C−C bonds in a hexagon layer
of carbon. The variation in the rate of methane decomposition
on various carbon materials could thus be determined by the
difference in their crystallinity, surface morphology, surface
area, and particle size.
AC, CB, mesoporous carbon, coal char, graphene, carbon

nanotubes (CNTs), fullerenes, and ordered mesoporous
carbon (OMC) have been extensively studied for CDM
processes.90 However, AC, CB, and ordered mesoporous
carbons (CMK, carbon mesostructured by KAIST) have
attracted researchers the most due to their better activity and
tunability. Their high initial conversion is related to the low
threshold temperatures, which in turn are due to the high
density of graphene defects. AC has the advantages of
availability at an industrial scale and at lower cost. Although
metal-based catalysts have higher deactivation-rates than that
of ACs, the AC eventually deactivates over a longer period.91

In contrast, CB, due to a lack of porosity and lower
susceptibility to pore blockage, has better stability but with
lower initial activity. Typically, carbon has catalytic activity in
the following order: amorphous > turbostratic > graphitic.32

AC, which is inherently an amorphous carbon, has an irregular
order of carbon bonds with surface defects and dislocations,
which increases the number of high-energy active sites and
ultimately gives better catalytic functioning. However, the
catalytic properties and stability of ACs highly depend on their
source and method of preparation. Carbon materials have also
been used as ideal supports for improving metal dispersion and
tuning the morphology of metal catalysts.93 From the
literature, it could be observed that the initial conversion on
carbon catalysts for methane decomposition at 850 °C ranges
between 25% and 35%.94−97 Ni supported on carbon has been
extensively studied, with the highest initial conversion
corresponding to AC and the lowest for CB. In a study on
Ni/C/B2O3, results of CDM reaction at 850 °C showed that
around 90% of initial methane conversion could be achieved.
Additionally, the spent catalyst was successfully regenerated for
15 cycles using the technique of gasification in the presence of
CO2.

91 Chen and co-workers studied various loadings of Ni0
on CB (nanosized) and observed a better initial activity of the
catalyst as compared to the CB only. However, the catalyst
suffered significant deactivation due to the sintering effect at
high temperature.92 Zhang et al. prepared a hierarchically
porous carbon and used it as a support material for the Ni
catalyst. Apart from showing an improved conversion from
27% to 61%, the catalyst was stable over a long duration for
>10 h. Such a drastic enhancement in performance was
attributed to the introduction of mesopores and macropores in
the support network.93 Iron supported on carbon has also been
widely studied for CDM, mainly with the aim to obtain highly
graphitized CNTs. Wang et al. investigated various loadings of
Fe on AC for a temperature range of 700−900 °C and
observed that the highest methane conversion was ∼58% for a

30 wt % Fe/AC at 800 °C.94 In a study conducted by Rahul et
al., carbon obtained from cellulosic biochar was used as an
encapsulating support for iron nanoparticles. The catalyst
performance varied from 68.3% to 83% and then to 95% at the
reaction temperatures of 700, 750, and 800 °C, respectively.87
Some of the well-studied metal−carbon catalysts are
summarized in Table 3, depicting conversions with respect
to the reaction conditions.
Ordered mesoporous carbons (OMCs) are other promising

candidates for catalytic applications and high stability owing to
their high surface area and well-connected network of pores
(Table S1). Mesoporous carbons are light in weight and can
react well with large molecules by providing rapid diffusion
pathways. A high degree of uniformity of mesopores in a three-
dimensional periodic pore structure is observed in such porous
materials. The synthesis of OMCs using templates where the
resultant materials replicate the structural characteristics of the
template promises success in obtaining the porous carbons. An
OMC of type CMK-1 (carbon mesostructured by KAIST) was
first synthesized by Ryoo et al. using a MCM-48 template.95

The prepared CMK-1 exhibited a cubic structure and a large
total pore-volume (0.9−1.2 cm3/g). OMC of type CMK-2 that
showed retention of the cubic structure of the template SBA-
15 was again synthesized by Ryoo et al.96 Serrano et al.
reported the use of CMK-3 and CMK-5 synthesized by a
nanoreplication technique using SBA-15 as a template and
furfuryl alcohol as the carbon source. CMK-5 showed superior
performance, producing more than 20 g of solid carbon per
gram of catalyst, having the morphology of graphene sheets
(3−4 nm thick). The H2 production was enhanced from 0.9
mol/gcat for CB-bp (carbon black, Black Pearls 2000) to 1.8
mol/gcat for CMK-5. This was attributed to the fact that
accumulating carbon was observed to grow on the exterior of
catalysts, whereas the active sites continued to remain
accessible to the reactant molecules for a longer time.97

Although utilization of the OMCs for CMD is hindered due to
the intricate and complicated synthesis process, the results
seem to be promising, especially in terms of catalyst stability.
Until 2010, CB-bp was believed to show the highest initial
activity among carbon-based catalysts. However, Serrano et al.
reported that CMK-3 and CMK-5 possessed threshold
temperatures (defined as the temperature at which H2
production is of the order of 0.1 mmol/g) of 744 and 753
K, respectively, compared to 778 K for CB-bp, proving that
CMK-3 exhibited an even higher initial activity than CB-bp.
Hence, OMCs are expected to gain increasing attention in the
coming years owing to their favorable properties in promoting
greater applications in the field of catalytic methane
decomposition.
Although carbon catalysts could serve to be an economical

option, due to their low activation energy they demand high
operating temperatures in excess of 800 °C. However, it should
be remembered that the CDM reactions are thermodynami-

Figure 5. Classification of carbon-based catalysts based on degrees of order.
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cally limited and favor high temperatures for high conversion.
This limitation can be overcome by the metal-loaded carbon
catalyst that is effective even at low temperatures (Table 3).
The design of catalysts with optimal metal loading and
characteristics is vital to ensuring high conversion and product
quality. In general, unsupported carbonaceous catalysts yield
amorphous carbon, while suitable metal−carbons favor the
deposition of highly graphitic carbons.

3.1. Factors Influencing the Catalytic Properties of
Carbon Catalysts. Multiple experimental investigations have
been carried out on CH4 cracking over carbon-based catalysts
to determine the relationship between catalytic activities and
the reaction parameters.115,116 Some of the important factors
are discussed below.

3.1.1. Carbon Source. Carbon derived from biomass has
shown promising results and ensures the employment of waste
materials at the same time. In a study conducted by Kim et al.,
AC originating from coal was tested for the CDM reaction at
850 °C in a fixed-bed reactor, and it was observed to have a
linear correlation between coke deposition and catalytic
deactivation. This was attributed to pore blocking by deposited
carbon crystallites, making the accessibility of active sites lower
over time.118 Another study was conducted by Al-Hassani et al.
on activated carbons having sources of palm shells and
hardwood (both activated via steam activation process). It was
reported that AC (hardwood) resulted in longer catalytic
activity compared to the AC from palm shells; however, the
initial conversions were almost same for both sources at all
temperatures between 820 and 940 °C (Figure 6(a and b)).116

The difference in stabilities was ascribed to the pore size
distribution, specifically the proportion of mesopores over
micropores. Mahmoudi et al. reported a high initial yield
followed by a sharp decline in activity over AC (olive stones)
(Figure 6(c)). This was again attributed to the blockage of
micropores by the deposited coke (Figure 6 (d)).117

Glassy carbon, a brittle, nongraphitizable polymeric carbon
that has a negligible porosity, showed higher initial catalytic
activity than ACs but relatively lower stability, with quick
deactivation within 10 min.118 Lee et al. investigated different
types of carbon blacks in a vertical fixed-bed reactor and
observed stable activity at all temperatures between 850 and
1015 °C despite the deposition of coke.119 Some of the
methane decomposition studies on carbon-based catalysts as a
function of carbon source are listed in Table S2.
Investigations of carbon catalysts obtained from various

sources make it necessary for experimentalists to consider
textural and other surface properties in terms of surface area
and pore size distribution associated with the sources of origin.
There is a direct relation between the concentration of
mesopores to micropores and the catalyst stability.120,121

3.1.2. Carbon Surface Area. Various studies have
investigated the relationship between carbon catalyst kinetics
and surface areas and depicted no particular trend or
straightforward relation.122 Figure 7(a) shows a dependence
of the initial methane decomposition rate on the surface area of
the carbon catalyst. Methane decomposition is heterogeneous
in character over carbon materials; however, the characteristics
deviate for ACs having very high surface areas. On the other
hand, there is no particular relation between the activity and
BET surface areas of catalysts (Figure 7(b)). This implies that
the entire catalyst surface area is not active for the CDM
reaction but instead only a part of the surface.T
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The surface chemistry of carbon, such as defects, is the
deciding factor that governs the catalytic activity, while
physical properties such as the BET surface area and pore
volume govern the catalyst stability.90 The observation implies
that the entire carbon surface is not active for methane
decomposition but instead only a portion of it. Mostly, high
surface area arises from the porosity of micropores rather than
meso- or macropores, and hence knowing the surface area in
terms of the proportion of micropores to mesopores could
serve as a better indicator to assess the potential of a catalyst.

3.1.3. Particle Size. The influence of the size of catalyst
particles on the overall mass-transfer kinetics of methane
diffusion has reportedly been significant. As particle size
increases, the length of the diffusion path would increase,
increasing the diffusional resistance that controls the overall
reaction rate. Figure 8(a) shows the dependence of CH4
conversion on the particle size of activated carbon. Kim et
al. reported methane decomposition over commercial AC in a
fluidized-bed reactor at 850 °C.118 The methane conversion
increased with a decrease in the particle size, which is due to

Figure 6. (a and b) Methane decomposition over AC from two sources: ACPS:AC from palm shells and NORIT:commercial AC from hardwood
at different temperatures. Reprinted with copyright permission from ref 116. Copyright Elsevier 2010. (c) Methane decomposition over activated
carbon from olive stones and (d) N2 sorption isotherms at −196 °C. Reprinted with copyright permission from ref 117. Copyright Elsevier 2017.

Figure 7. Initial CDM rates of conversion on ACs (a) with respect to the carbon surface area and (b) versus the BET surface area of fresh ACs.
Figures have been reprinted with copyright permissions from refs 32 and 119. Copyright Elsevier 2005 and 2004.
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the higher surface area/particle volume and fluidization
efficiency that enhanced the residence time between solid/
fluid phases. However, in a fluidized-bed reactor, the catalyst
particle size limits the range of the fluidization velocity. Larger
catalyst particles require higher velocities to achieve the
minimum fluidization for successfully suspending the denser
particles. At a higher minimum fluidization velocity, a
significant mass-flow rate of CH4 enables higher production
of H2. However, for the same velocity, smaller catalyst particles
will have lower CH4 conversion because of the lower minimum
fluidization-velocity due to the formation of a bubble phase
that would increase mass transfer resistance, resulting in lower
conversion.
Lumbers et al. proposed a model that established the

relation between catalyst particle size and catalyst turnover
cost, which is defined as the total cost of the used catalyst per
ton of H2 generated (Figure 8(c)). It was observed that larger
particles could result in higher H2 production rates, thereby
decreasing the overall turnover costs. However, a maximum
size of 150 μm was noticed to be the threshold for smooth
fluidization behavior. It was observed that for smooth
fluidization, particles should remain within the range of the
Geldart A classification, and the temperature should not exceed
the sintering temperature of the catalyst.120

Particle size also determines the stability of carbon by
alleviating pore-mouth blocking by deposited carbon. Carbon
deposition takes place and forms coke or, at the outer shell of
the carbon catalyst, encapsulates the pores. The inner surface
for the smaller particles can thus be utilized to a larger extent

compared with that in the larger particles. Thus, an optimum
catalyst size needs to be large enough to provide a significant
H2 yield and small enough to cause less fouling.

123

3.1.4. Reaction Temperature. According to Le Chatelier’s
principle, reaction temperature has a significant influence on
the rate of methane decomposition because the reaction is
endothermic in nature. An increase in temperature is
thermodynamically bound to increase the conversion, as the
equilibrium would shift to the left. However, with an increase
in temperature, the rate of reaction increases, which is expected
to increase the rate of carbon formation and hence deactivation
(Figure 8(b)). There is always a stable temperature range for
every catalyst, and raising the temperature beyond that range
could cause catalyst sintering and ultimately catalyst
deactivation.124,125 A study conducted on Ni loaded on
biomorphic carbon (formed during the degradation of vine
shoots in a reducing or inert environment at high temperatures
and rates of heating) showed that the production, type, and
quality of carbon material deposited over the catalyst highly
depends upon the reaction temperature. At temperatures <850
°C, the carbon deposited was mainly carbon nanofibers
(bamboo-type), while at higher temperatures it was graphite.
The highest quality graphene was achieved at temperatures
above 950 °C. It was explained by the high rate of carbon
nucleation, which leads to the formation of numerous
nucleation points at the surface of the metallic nanoparticles;
this allows for multiple routes for the dissolved carbon to
escape and ultimately the formation of graphitic materials.
Regardless of the type of AC, the activation energy was

Figure 8. Dependence of the CH4 conversion of ACs on (a) particle size and (b) different temperatures. (c) Influence of catalyst particle size on
turnover costs. Figures have been reprinted with the copyright permissions from refs 119 and 120. Copyright Elsevier 2004 and 2022.
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estimated to be between 194 and 200 kJ/mol, which is less
than the C−H bond energy in a CH4 molecule (∼440 kJ/
mol).27 Ammendola et al. determined the rates of CH4
conversion and H2 yield in a fluidized-bed reactor and
reported the rate to be of first order. The intrinsic kinetics
of the reaction and carbon deposition were established by
taking the dependence of CH4 conversion on the Damkohler
number, where the activation energy was estimated to be 1.55
× 105 kJ/mol.122 In another study, Lumbers et al. developed a
relationship between the frequency factor and the activation
energy. Using the Arrhenius equation, the activation energy
was estimated to be ∼90.3 kJ/mol.120 The CDM reaction rate
is the summation of carbon crystallite growth and carbon
nuclei formation, and activation energies for both processes are
estimated to be ∼227 and ∼316 kJ/mol, respectively.10 Thus,
for carbon-based catalysts, the activation energy is near that
required for the growth of carbon crystallite, which forms the
rate-determining step for CDM. Wang et al. demonstrated the
effect of temperature (750−900 °C) on 30% Fe-doped ACs. A
conversion of 58% was reported at 800 °C, while an extremely
low conversion at 900 °C was observed due to the sintering
effect.76 Henao et al. evaluated the effect of reaction
temperature (650−950 °C) for Co−Cu/CDC catalysts on
the yield and growth of CNTs. The maximum productivity of
CNTS was recorded at 0.33 g/h·gcat with 28.6% CH4
conversion and 14.3% H2 at 800 °C. However, at a
temperature above 800 °C, the carbon catalyst deactivated
due to the sintering of the catalyst, which inhibited further
methane diffusion through catalyst pores.123 Hence, it is
necessary to obtain an optimized reaction temperature to get
the best possible performance of carbon catalysts without
losing their surface activity due to the sintering effect.

3.1.5. Space Velocity. Reaction space velocity refers to the
ratio of total feed flow rate to the catalyst bed volume. A lower
gas velocity in a fluidized-bed does not fluidize the bed due to
low throughput per unit volume to accomplish the desired
reaction. On the other hand, a large gas velocity reduces the
contact time between the reactant species and as such
decreases the residence time. Thus, an optimum velocity is
required, taking the hydrogen yield and methane conversion
into consideration. In the case of fixed bed reactors, increasing
the flow rate at constant catalyst weight decreases the methane
conversion and H2 yield due to the large handling capacity per
unit catalyst weight. Zhang et al. reported the influence of
volumetric hourly space velocity (VHSV) on CH4 cracking
over 10% Ni/carbon catalysts. They observed that the
conversion decreased as the VHSV increased from 15 to 30
l/gcat,·h and showed a negligible conversion at an even higher
VHSV of 60 l/h·gcat.124 Pudukudy et al. demonstrated the
effect of space velocity on hydrogen and carbon yields for Ni/
TiO2, reporting a maximum H2 yield of 56% at a space-velocity
of 9000 mL/h·gcat, while a further drop in H2 yield to 42% at a
space-velocity of 12000 mL/h·gcat.125 Alves Silva et al.
observed an increase in conversion over iron-based catalysts
with an increase in the weight hourly space velocity (WHSV)
up to 2 L/h·gcat, and the catalyst started deactivating when
WHSV was increased to 6 L/h·gcat.126 This could be attributed
to the fragmentation of particles at higher space velocities.127

3.1.6. Metal-Loaded Carbon Catalysts. Loading of metal in
a carbon catalyst highly increases its activity by creating surface
defects and high-energy active sites. Surface-defects, vacancies,
and low-coordination sites strongly influence the surface
properties of carbon catalysts. Free valences and other high-

energy points, such as crystallite edges, are typically strong
active sites of carbon catalysts. Carbon materials exhibit
flexibility in surface area and porosity tuning, thereby
facilitating better metal dispersibility. Due to the reducing
nature of carbon catalysts at higher temperatures, metal oxides
can undergo in situ reduction. Most commonly used metals are
Fe, Ni, Co, and Cu. Wang et al. investigated the influence of Fe
loading (5−30%) on carbon catalysts derived from Shenmu
coal. They reported that the activity of Fe-loaded carbon
catalysts increased with an increase in the Fe loading. At Fe
proportion of 10 wt %, the conversion, as well as H2 yield,
increased for the first 30 min but decreased in the next 2 h,
which was attributed to the pore blockage by carbon
formation.76 Zhang et al. analyzed the effect of cerium loading
(5−20%) on 5−10% Ni/C catalysts synthesized by selective
steam gasification of coal char (CC) and reported an increase
in conversion from 65% to 90% with the addition of 20 wt %
Ce to 10% Ni/C. Although virgin cerium supported on a
carbon catalyst has poor activity, its addition to Ni/C catalysts
was seen to improve the activity of the whole catalyst.128

Similarly, the effect of 1−20% Co and 1−20% Fe on Ni/AC
catalyst derived from Saimengte coal was studied by Wang et
al. It was found that bimetallic catalysts Ni−Co/AC and Ni−
Fe/AC offered better stability and activity for CH4 conversion
as compared to Ni/AC at 850 °C.129
Such increased activity of metal-loaded carbon catalysts is

attributed to the increased concentration of active sites and the
modification of the electronic state. There has to be an
optimized loading of the metal to incorporate in the carbon
matrix, as it has a significant influence on reducing the specific
surface area and total pore volume. For low loading amounts of
metals, the metal/carbon composites have better dispersibility
and a tendency to reduce at lower temperatures.130

3.1.7. Surface Functional Groups. The presence of
oxygenated surface groups, such as carboxylic, phenolic,
lactonic, and carbonylic groups, is known to significantly affect
the chemical and catalytic activities of carbon catalysts.131,132

Surface functional groups on ACs are located at the edges
represented by the noncarbon heteroatoms such as nitrogen,
phosphorus, hydrogen, and oxygen (Figure 9).30 The acidic
nature of ACs is formed through bonding with these
heteroatoms, which come from oxygen functional groups and
can enhance the catalytic performance of carbon in the initial
stage by either directly reacting with methane or by generating
new reacting sites by releasing COx. Several concentrated acids

Figure 9. Illustration of functionalized active centers on the surface of
a carbon catalyst due to the introduction of acidic groups. Figure is
reprinted with copyright permission from ref 30. Copyright Elsevier
2021.
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such as HNO3, HCl, ammonium persulfate, and H2SO4 have
been used as oxidizing agents to enhance the oxygen functional
groups.133,134 3D metal−organic frameworks (MOFs), car-
boxylated carbon, nitrogenized porous carbon derived from
biomass, and graphydine have also been reported to show good
performance for CDM.
The adsorption capacity of Ni2+ on AC was reported to

increase with the increase in the surface acidity of the carbon
template.135 Bai et al. reported an increase in the total pore
volume and surface area for AC treated with acids such as HCl,
HF, and HNO3 as compared with the untreated ACs. All acid-
treated ACs depicted a higher initial CH4 conversion as
compared to untreated AC.136 Wang et al. reported that
pretreating ACs with HCl and HF resulted in increased surface
area, which is in good agreement with the findings of Bai et al.;
however, excessive removal of the mineral content from the
catalysts led to the collapse of the surface area and pore
volume.137

3.1.8. Composition of Feedstock. In a few studies,
researchers have attempted to analyze the effect of introducing
impurities and varying the proportion of methane to impurities
in the feedstock on the conversion capacity. Such an analysis is
necessary to lay the foundation for the scale-up of CDM to the
industrial level where feedstock is replaceable with natural gas.
Results obtained from varying compositions of methane and
other components of natural gas, such as other lower
hydrocarbons, H2S, and N2 in the feedstock will aid in
understanding the effect of other components of natural gas on
the conversion and H2 yield as well as on the deactivation of
the catalyst.
In a study on co-feeding methane with 20% ethylene, the

authors presented higher H2 yield and stability on carbon-
based catalysts.138 With the addition of acetylene to methane
as well, authors reported an increase in the H2 concentration in
the outlet stream, with higher longevity of the catalyst (carbon
black) at higher temperatures >850 °C.139 Similarly, in another
work reported by Rechnia et al., the addition of ethanol in
feedstock was observed to enhance the H2 yield and catalyst
stability over activated carbon.140 Other studies conducted on
the addition of ethane, propane, propylene, benzene, and
nitrogen in the inlet steam over carbon-based catalysts have
shown similar results.141 Such an influence of feedstock
impurities on the catalyst performance is attributed to the
introduction of various O-containing functional groups and
surface defects (discontinuities and dislocations) in the carbon
lattices, which in turn increase the number of high-energy sites.
Moreover, the characteristics of carbon deposits depend not
only upon the type of catalyst but also on its surface

chemistry.142 It has been observed that the carbon deposited
over impurities in feedstock has better autocatalytic properties
than that deposited in the pure methane feed and deposits in
the form of filaments rather than encapsulation. Additionally,
carbon catalysts are observed to catalyze the reaction
effectively in the presence of H2S (a common component of
natural gas) owing to their resistance to S-poisoning. However,
this calls for the incorporation of additional components for
further purification of H2 when operated on an industrial scale
due to the generation of COx in the outlet stream.

4. CARBON DEPOSITION
Current technologies for restoring catalyst activity, such as
steam oxidation and air combustion to convert the deposited C
to CO2 or CO, act against the environmentally benign
advantage of the CDM process for producing clean hydro-
gen.143 Minimizing the carbon formation on the active sites is
challenging in any high-temperature catalytic hydrocarbon
conversion. However, this can be partially addressed by
converting a major proportion of deposited carbon to high-
value carbon. Carbon formation in a CDM reaction is a
multistage process that initiates with the CH4 adsorption, and
then various dehydrogenation steps conclude the formation of
a conically ordered graphitic filamentous carbon over suitable
catalysts and under the required reaction conditions. Attempts
to understand the thermodynamics and driving force for
carbon filament growth are widely reported in the literature.144

The gradients in temperature and/or concentration across the
catalyst are believed to drive the carbon diffusion process
through the catalyst.145 After the dehydrogenation step, carbon
atoms diffuse from the surface through the catalyst (gaseous/
metallic interlayer) and precipitate toward the rear-end
(metallic/support interlayer). For the carbon filament
formation, the isolated carbon atoms on the surface of the
catalyst dissolve interstitially into the catalyst particles at the
catalyst−gas interface and diffuse to the other end, which is the
catalyst−support interface. A selvedge area having a high
concentration of carbon is formed over the catalyst surface due
to the segregation behavior of carbon in metal, and the
concentration of carbon decreases from the selvedge to the
bulk and to the rear-end over various atomic layers. The
relationship between the surface carbon and the concentration
of carbon in bulk, i.e., interstitially dissolved carbon in the
catalyst, has been widely described using the Langmuir−
McLean isotherm.146−148 Diffusion of carbon continues until
the carbon solution of the catalyst (interstitially dissolved
carbon in catalyst) is supersaturated, after which the nucleation
of filamentous carbon begins as a result of carbon filament

Figure 10. Schematic of filamentous carbon formation during a CDM reaction over a Ni catalyst: (a) tip growth and (b) base growth. The figure
has been reprinted with copyright permission from ref 145. Copyright Elsevier 1997.
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precipitation at the catalyst/support end. The pile-up of
graphite layers detaches a metal particle from the support, and
the metal remains at the tip of the filament due to the strong
interaction with methane (Figure 10(a)). However, in some
exceptions where the interactions between phases are too
strong, filamentous carbon formation takes place from the
metal−gas interface due to the inability of the stacked graphite
layers to push the metal particle up, as is shown in Figure
10(b). As filamentous carbon begins to grow, the encapsulating
carbon is also formed, which deactivates the catalyst and
ultimately decreases the cracking rate. The following are the
stages of filamentous carbon formation mechanism in a CDM
process:145,149,150

• dissolution of carbon in the catalyst to form carbide as
an intermediate

• decomposition of carbide
• carbon or graphitic nucleation
• precipitation of carbon at the interface of the metal and
support

• separation of metal particle from the support
Due to their unique electronic and mechanical properties,

CNTs and CNFs are considered highly important in
nanoengineering.151,152 The structures and morphologies of
these carbon nanomaterials are highly dependent on reaction
temperature, feed composition, and pressure (Table S3). In an
investigation on the formation of carbon nanomaterials, it was
observed that the conversion to carbon nanotubes (CNTs)
was low on monometallic catalysts when compared with
bimetallic counterparts based on Co and Cu. However, with
the insertion of Fe to Cu, graphitization and crystallinity of
CNTs was observed to highly increase.153 In another study, the
effect of the composition of support on the quality of CNTs
was studied. It was noticed that with the aid of proper carbon
diffusion through Co, and the subsequent dispersion through
the support (ZrxMg1−xO), single-walled or multiwalled CNTs
could be obtained with various diameters.154 The formation of
carbon nanofibers (CNFs) has been widely studied on Ni-
based catalysts. Ashok and co-workers observed that CNFs of
varying diameters and lengths could be obtained by varying the
ratio of Ni to support. It was pointed out that the tip and the
diameter of CNFs were equal in dimension, suggesting that Ni
particles were responsible for this observation.155 Carbon

nano-onions (CNOs) can be obtained by chemical vapor
deposition or pyrolysis. CNOs have been mostly observed over
Fe-based catalysts at reaction temperatures beyond 700 °C.
Specific understanding of CNO formation still remains
ambiguous; however, some studies suggest CNO formation
is due to the rearrangement of Fe atoms when the carbon
deposition surpasses the carbon solubility.156

5. CARBON DEACTIVATION AND REGENERATION
Catalyst deactivation is a major challenge in the continuous
generation of hydrogen by CDM. The deposited carbon may
diffuse through the catalyst and produce carbon filaments and
other nanostructures. Excessive carbon deposition on the
active sites results in coking, and carbon deposited can thus
indicate either the extent of the reaction by the formation of
carbon nanostructures inside the catalyst or the deactivation of
the catalyst by the formation of encapsulating carbon. This, in
turn, would be responsible for the decreased active surface area
of the catalyst as the reaction proceeds with time.
The reaction order of carbon-based CDM has been reported

to be 0.5 ± 0.1 by a number of studies, and thus the rate-
equation can be written as157

=r kPCH4 CH
0.5

4

In a study, the equations describing the empirical decay of
the surface areas (S) for activated carbon (AC) and carbon
black (CB) were given by35

=S t10AC
3 0.25

= ×S t1.8 10CB
3 0.057

where t denotes the time of reaction. On the other hand,
carbon catalyst deactivation due to coking has been given by
Voorhies equation157

=C k t( )n
C

where CC denotes the moles of deposited carbon on the
surface of catalyst, t is time on stream, and k and n denote the
fouling parameters, established experimentally. Since the
Voorhies equation only reflects the quantity of carbon
deposition rather than the activity factor (AF), there is a
need to develop models forming the correlation between the

Table 4. List of Some Noteworthy Models Developed on the Deactivation of the Carbon-Based Catalyst during the CDM
Reaction

models catalysts modeled parameters refs

a 3D coupled mathematical model for microwave-assisted thermocatalytic
decomposition of methane

activated carbon temperature distribution and concentration profiles
for CH4 and H2 in the catalyst bed

159

global rate model for a kinetic study in a solar-driven thermogravimetric reactor activated carbon
and carbon
black

methane cracking rate and reaction deactivation rate 160

two-phase and three-phase models for a bubbling fluidized bed and one-
parameter and multiparameter models for a turbulent fluidized bed reactor
(FBR)

activated carbon reactor geometry for H2 and C formation for scale-
up of FBR

161

artificial neural network modeling based on Bayesian regularization and
Levenberg−Marquardt-trained multilayer perceptron

carbon particles studying the influence of reaction parameters on the
catalyst synthesis and H2 generation

162

full factorial and ANOVA-based quadratic model activated carbon influence of reaction partial pressure, temperature,
and catalyst weight on the initial rate of reaction

163

Dsmoke and plug-flow reactor model carbon black investigating gas emission with respect to the
residence time

164

a mathematical model for a continually stirred tank model graphite H2 production rate and corresponding turnover cost
based on reaction conditions

120

quadratic RCHd4
model as a function of the time of decay and the reaction

temperature
activated carbon catalyst deactivation concerning textural properties,

relative time, and reaction temperature
163
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activity factor (or surface area) and the amount of coke for a
better understanding of catalyst deactivation. The activity of a
catalyst depends on an equilibrium between the carbon
diffusion rate and the carbon production rate in the catalyst
pores. For excessive carbon deposition, the reaction rate
becomes faster than the diffusion and hence the equilibrium is
disturbed, leading to the deactivation of the catalyst. Therefore,
a balance is sought between the reaction rate and the
deactivation rate, which can be explored by recognizing the
optimum reaction conditions with the help of a well-developed
reaction-rate model. Over the years, researchers have made
attempts to optimize the concentration of active centers by
incorporating foreign particles (heteroatoms or surface func-
tional groups), modifying the support, improving metal−oxide
interactions, and altering synthesis strategies to tune the metal
particle size, morphology, and defect states.119,158 However, for
a carbon-based heterogeneous catalytic reaction, the develop-
ment of a reaction model for the prediction of reaction kinetics
is quite challenging, as the catalyst itself is evolving. Several
models have been developed and reported in the literature to
predict the CH4 conversion, H2 conversion, and deactivation
rate (Table 4).
A successful model should take the carbon deposition rate

and reactivation into account besides the CH4 decomposition
rate. The idea is to consider all of the competitive processes
and predict the rates of CH4 decomposition and deactivation
so that proper reactivation techniques can be applied for
catalyst regeneration. Figure 11 illustrates a schematic that
could be used as a benchmark for developing models to predict
rates of CH4 decomposition, deactivation, and reactivation.
Thermocatalytic decomposition of methane, deactivation of

the catalyst due to carbon deposition, and reactivation of the
catalyst external surface are three main competitive phenom-
ena that need to be considered for a successful application of
this process. The fluidized-bed operating conditions, such as
gas velocity, differential pressure, and size of the catalyst, could
be used as input parameters apart from other reaction
conditions. Fluidized-bed reactors have a higher heat and
mass transfer rate because of the constant mixing. The
temperature of the bed may be maintained uniformly,
facilitating the removal of solids and regeneration on a
continual basis in order to continue stable conversion for a
long period of time. However, there are only a few limited

mathematical models focusing on both catalyst deactivation
and regeneration for estimating the internal and external
catalyst active surface areas. Models developed so far are
simply based on the power law to determine the reaction rates.
There is a need for further development of theoretical and
artificial network modeling intelligence for a better under-
standing of the morphological and other textural-related
parameters of active catalysts during catalytic methane
cracking. Theoretical modeling is also required for the
development of further novel materials considering the
constraints of existing materials for CDM and also of being
compatible with the reactor and process scale-up. The number
of constraints for developing a model needs to be reduced for
bringing the model closer to real systems. In the heterogeneous
catalytic reactions, heat transfer processes are quite complex,
and the determination of the gas temperature that in turn
controls the extent of reaction is challenging. Thus, theoretical
studies taking into consideration the reactor gas distribution to
establish the reaction conversion rate are necessary.
For the recovery of catalyst activity, researchers have

followed separation and regeneration (Table S4). Most of
the accumulated carbons are removed by the physical
separation method after each CDM cycle, which roughly
restores the catalyst activity to a greater extent.165 One
promising method of physical separation employed in
industries is a physical shaking process. Carbon depositions
(graphitic filamentous) grown over the catalyst are dropped to
the bottom of the reactor by a rigorous shaking or rolling of
the reactor, and from there they are collected for extraction. To
reduce the blocking of reactor by the collected carbon, the use
of molten metal, such as lead and copper, has been employed
due to the density difference facilitating the accumulation of
carbon above the liquid surface that can be easily skimmed off.
However, carbon deposited inside the catalyst pores cannot be
removed by simple physical separation processes, leading to
the complete destruction of the catalyst with each CDM cycle.
Therefore, to ensure the longevity of the catalyst, a
regeneration process is required to eliminate the carbon
deposited inside the catalyst pores.166 The initial CDM activity
and carbon deposition may depend on the characteristic of the
nanostructure; however, deposited carbon blocks the catalyst
surface very quickly, with the deposit itself acting as a catalyst.
As the process of methane decomposition proceeds, any

Figure 11. A schematic of the CDM flow diagram for developing models for the CDM reactions.
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further incremental layer of the deposit is less active than the
preceding layer, thereby reducing the autocatalytic capability of
the whole catalyst. The regeneration of catalysts using H2O or
CO2 oxidation or gasification has been employed by many
researchers to remove carbon and uncover the underlying
layer. The vacancies and radical sites become exposed and
account for an increase in the catalytic activity. However, such
recovery is quite short-lived, since uniform oxidation of the
deposited carbon layer is highly challenging without causing
significant oxidation or removal of the original catalyst surface.
Additionally, it is difficult to obtain uniform surface regression,
as the surface during the regeneration process is not uniform.
Thus, the extent of catalyst regeneration greatly depends upon
the structural similarities between the original catalyst and the
deposited carbon layers.13 Disordered carbon deposits having
radicals as active sites are advantageous in terms of the overall
catalytic activity of the spent catalyst. Ethanol co-feeding may
increase stability but results in CO2 formation.
Currently, rapid catalytic deactivation is a deterrent step in

taking the CDM process toward commercialization. A
continuously circulating fluidized-bed system with a provision
of separate cracking and regeneration modules could be
envisaged as a potential solution. As the reaction proceeds, the
catalyst would move through the reactor, where carbon
filaments deposited are constantly removed in the regeneration
unit, thereby exposing a fresh metal surface for the reaction.
Besides, the development of high-conversion and durable
catalysts that can withstand attrition is of crucial importance.

6. CHALLENGES AND FUTURE RECOMMENDATIONS
One of the most serious challenges in the catalytic
decomposition of methane is catalytic deactivation due to
the deposition of unwanted carbon produced, leading to a
significant reduction in performance. The need is to formulate
catalysts by keeping the kinetic factors under consideration,
where catalysts are optimized for cracking reactions and are
nonselective for amorphous and encapsulating carbon. It is
imperative to develop a catalyst that maximizes the conversion,
hydrogen yield, and stability and minimizes formation of
amorphous and encapsulating carbon.167,168 Scale-up and
commercial adoption of the process largely depend on catalysts
that are cost-effective, offer high methane conversion, are
stable for long duration, offer a high carbon yield to catalyst
ratio, and produce a high proportion of graphitic carbon. A
better understanding of the mechanism of conversion, carbon
formation, kinetics of decomposition, and the effect of vital
process parameters, such as reaction temperature, pressure,
flow rates, and feed composition, is important.169,170 Efforts to
design suitable reactor configurations that facilitate continuous
regeneration and withdrawal for a solid carbon product are
mandatory for practical applications. Taking these factors into
consideration, the following are some of the noteworthy
futuristic directions that demand further research inputs:

1. Synthesis of thermodynamically stable and high-quality
crystals at a lower synthesis temperature in a one-step
process.

2. Recently, perovskites with structural formula ABO3 have
shown better conversion with good selectivity for
hydrogen evolution and the ability to suppress carbon
deposition compared to Ni-based catalysts. Efforts
should be directed toward optimizing such materials

(such as through ionic substitution) and minimizing the
dependency on noble metals.

3. Layered double hydroxides (LDHs) are emerging
catalyst materials, as they can be structurally, morpho-
logically, and electronically tuned. These 2D layered
materials exhibit ease-of-control in terms of elemental
composition and nanostructures. Utilizing bimetallic
systems based on LDH catalysts could also be an
optimistic approach.

4. As the activity of carbon material is low, demanding high
temperatures of the order of 800−1100 °C to
decompose methane (activation energy of ∼240 kJ/
mol),91 investigations on the synergistic effects of metal
and carbon catalysts are much needed. Further, as the
catalytic activity highly depends on chemical composi-
tion and porosity, the design and control of the surface
chemistry and pore network are highly favorable.

5. The effect of process parameters and the design of a
catalyst on the structure and morphology of the product
carbon nanomaterials must be well understood, as it
decides the overall economics of the process.

6. Major concerns involving reactor design, such as reactor
clogging, periodic removal of deposited carbon and
catalyst, and large back pressure need to be well
understood.

7. Although various theories have been postulated, the
exact reaction mechanism remains uncertain and
unclear. Therefore, besides simulation techniques,
experimental investigations, especially those using
operando techniques, are highly recommended.

8. For the coproduction of CNMs, their yield and quality
directly depend on the catalyst design in terms of metal
loading and the metal−support interaction, which in
turn govern the quasi-stable life of metal carbide. In this
regard, Fe catalysts are advantageous compared to Ni
and hence must be explored for a better understanding.

7. CONCLUSIONS
Thermocatalytic methane decomposition is an interesting
route to enable the generation of COx-free and sustainable
hydrogen. Various metal-based and carbon-based catalysts
have been studied for methane cracking, though this process is
far from being used in practical applications owing to high
catalyst turnover costs. However, as the demand for COx-free
hydrogen rises, research in this field is advancing worldwide.
The aim of this Review was to provide a critical analysis of
catalysts and the mechanism of the CDM reaction. It could be
determined that noble metals are uneconomical, iron-based
catalysts show better conversion at higher temperatures, and
Ni-based catalysts show poor catalytic conversion at higher
temperatures. Various carbon-based materials, especially
activated carbon and carbon black, have shown sustained
methane conversions and the formation of value-added
nanocarbons. The challenge of achieving higher CH4
conversions on carbon-based catalysts has been addressed to
a greater extent by doping with transition metal catalysts.
Impregnating bimetallic catalysts further provides tolerance to
deactivation and enhances the catalytic performance by
structural reconstruction and modification of the electronic
properties. In addition to filamentous carbon, other valuable
forms of carbon, such as bamboo and onion-shaped nano-
carbons, have been observed to form under specific reaction
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conditions. Although sustained efforts are being made to
develop a novel catalyst to increase the conversion and to
reduce the fouling rate, adoption to commercial scales largely
depends on the ability to continuously regenerate the catalyst
and sustain the catalyst activity for a longer duration. A
continuous system based on a closed-loop of a fluidized-bed
reactor and a regeneration system with deposition particles
circulating in a fluidized state could be employed. In the
fluidized conditions, a constant flow of catalyst particles in the
reactor is ensured by replacing the spent catalysts with fresh
ones. This promotes the continual removal of deposited
carbon and allows the homogeneous distribution of temper-
ature in the reactor. Further theoretical studies are required to
further realize the morphological and other important
properties of catalysts toward their performances and kinetics.
Optimum reaction conditions need to be devised, such as the
extent of methane gas dilution in the gas feedline and other
reaction parameters.
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